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Bioprinting utilizes cells, molecular factors,Bioprinting utilizes cells, molecular factors,
and biomaterials as ‘ink’ to build living tissuesand biomaterials as ‘ink’ to build living tissues
for various applications. Bioprinting offersfor various applications. Bioprinting offers
multiple advantages: it allows for the precisemultiple advantages: it allows for the precise
manufacturing of complex structures (ex.manufacturing of complex structures (ex.
blood vessels), it produces constructs thatblood vessels), it produces constructs that
mimic key physiological characteristics ofmimic key physiological characteristics of
human tissues, and it enables clinicians andhuman tissues, and it enables clinicians and
researchers to fabricate tissues on-demand.researchers to fabricate tissues on-demand.
Bioprinting has already been used toBioprinting has already been used to
produce various human tissues such as bone,produce various human tissues such as bone,
cartilage, bladder, urethra, and simplecartilage, bladder, urethra, and simple
laboratory models of the kidney and heart.laboratory models of the kidney and heart.
While it still has a long way to go, bioprintingWhile it still has a long way to go, bioprinting
is a continuously expanding field that isis a continuously expanding field that is
increasingly being used both in the clinicalincreasingly being used both in the clinical
and research settings.and research settings.

Multidrug-resistant bacteria present a criticalMultidrug-resistant bacteria present a critical
problem to modern medicine. In place ofproblem to modern medicine. In place of
antibiotics, bacteriophages may offer anantibiotics, bacteriophages may offer an
alternative solution to combatting woundalternative solution to combatting wound
infections. Creating an accurate skin modelinfections. Creating an accurate skin model
opens up new possibilities for bacteriophageopens up new possibilities for bacteriophage
studies by presenting astudies by presenting a  

Accurate liver models are invaluable to theAccurate liver models are invaluable to the
process of drug discovery. This research isprocess of drug discovery. This research is
usually done using 2-dimensional cell culturesusually done using 2-dimensional cell cultures
or animal models. However, cells function inor animal models. However, cells function in
3-dimension inside the body. A 3-D liver3-dimension inside the body. A 3-D liver
model allows researchers to test drugs in amodel allows researchers to test drugs in a
physiologically relevantphysiologically relevant  

For questions or collaborations, you mayFor questions or collaborations, you may
contact the following project emails:contact the following project emails:
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